Std : 2: English Literature:
Revise word meaning, question answer, matching, make sentence from E.lit copy
Go through the chapters from Final Term syllabus thoroughly. Read Aesop's Fable chapters given in the
syllabus carefully.

Std 2
English language:
Junior English 2
Do book exercises
Pg - 49, 10, 23, 59, 83,27, 29, 58, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 64,69, 73
Step up 2
Read and do book exercises
Ch - 10, 14, 17
Primary Writing 1
Do book exercises
Pg - 69, 70, 71, 78, 97, 100, 101.

Std 2/ Science/ Worksheets 1 & 2

Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

a. __________________ is our main source of water.

b. A __________________ is a small body of water, surrounded by land on all the sides.

c. A lake is a _______________ body of water, entirely surrounded by land.

d. A stream is a thin channel of water flowing down a ____________________.

e. We dig ________________ to get groundwater.

f. The process of water changing to ice is called ___________________ of water.

g. The changing of ice into water is called _________________ of water.

h. The Sun gives us heat and _________________.

i. When the sun rises, it is ______________.

j. When the sun sets, it is __________________.

Answer the following questions:
a. List the various sources of water.

b. List two ways how you can clean water at home.

c. How does water become dirty?

d. Write down the water cycle.

e. What is the difference between hailstones and snowflakes?

f. What causes day and night?

g. How is shadow formed?

h. Why should we not study in dim light?

i. Why are there street lights on the road?

j. What will happen if there is no light?

Std-2 (ict)
*Revise book ex from ch-4
*Revise book ex from ch-5
*Revise book ex from ch-6
*L/W Q/A from ch-4
*L/W Q/A from ch-6

Std-2 (maths)
Practice ch-7
Practice ch-8
Practice ch-9
Practice ch-10
Practice ch-11
Practice ch-12
Learn and write the times table (6-9)

